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ABSTRACT: Chaocipher is a method of encryption invented by John F. Byrne in 1918 who tried unsuccessfully for
more than three decades to interest the US Signal Corp and Navy in his system. In 1954, Byrne presented four
Chaocipher-encrypted messages as challenges in his autobiography “Silent Years”. Although numerous nongovernmental cryptanalysts attempted to solve the challenge messages over the years, none succeeded (the success of
official government agencies is currently unknown). This paper presents the decipherment of Exhibit 1 found in
“Silent Years” together with points of interest.
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Introduction
This paper is the logical continuation of a previous paper entitled “Chaocipher Revealed: The Algorithm”
[1]. In that paper we described how John F. Byrne’s Chaocipher works from an algorithmic point of view.
The reader is strongly urged to read that paper before proceeding with this one; the current paper will only
make sense after reading the previous one.
In this paper we present the decipherment of the first of four challenge exhibits presented in Chapter 21 of
Byrne’s autobiographical “Silent Years” [2].

Basic Information about Exhibit 1
The ciphertext of Exhibit 1 begins on page 285 in “Silent Years” (see Figure 1). The initial unnumbered
line is the plaintext “ALLGOODQQUICK…” for the next 100 lines of ciphertext (see Figure 1). In all,
there are 248 lines of ciphertext, extending until page 294 (see Figure 2). All ciphertext lines are presented
as lines of eleven 5-letter groups and are numbered from 1 through 248, for a total of 13,615 characters.
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Figure 1. The first page of Exhibit 1 showing the initial plaintext
and subsequent ciphertext lines.
Immediately following the 248 lines of ciphertext are the corresponding plaintext lines, beginning on page
294 (see Figure 2).

Figure 2. Page 294 of “Silent Years” showing transition between
ciphertext and plaintext sections
According to Byrne, the Exhibit 1’s underlying plaintext consists of the following:
•

Lines 1-100: 100 repetitions of the 55-letter phrase
“ALLGOODQQUICKBROWNFOXESJUMPOVERLAZYDOGTOSAVETHEIRPARTYW”.
The plaintext is not shown on page 294, but can be seen at the top of page 285 (Figure 1). Byrne
substituted the letters ‘Q’ and ‘W’ for comma and period, respectively.
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•

Lines 101-105: 262 characters whose plaintext is not disclosed. Byrne writes that these lines “are
devoted to a few introductory words to the two great historic documents that follow”. The
plaintext is not shown on page 294 (see Figure 3 for the corresponding ciphertext).

Figure 3. Ciphertext lines 101-105 corresponding to the “hidden” plaintext
•

Lines 105-248: The full text of the Declaration of Independence followed by the Gettysburg
Address1.

•

Line 248: The last 17 letters of this line correspond to plaintext that Byrne does not disclose (see
Figures 2 and 4 for ciphertext).

The challenge to a would-be cryptanalyst, then, is to:
1.
2.
3.

Determine the starting alphabets of Exhibit 1
Discover the hidden plaintext in lines 101-105
Reveal the final 17 characters of the exhibit

Types of Cryptanalytic Attacks
Before proceeding further, a brief overview of what is known of Chaocipher to date, and its relation to other
historical ciphers will help in understanding the methods used to solve Exhibit 1.
The task facing a cryptanalyst may vary in difficulty, depending on the information the cryptanalyst has at
his disposal [11]. The direction and efforts of a cryptanalyst may vary significantly based on the available
information. The following paragraphs list the most common scenarios a cryptanalyst may face when
attacking a cipher message:
Ciphertext-only / system unknown
In this case the cryptanalyst has one or more ciphertext messages belonging to a cryptographic system
whose underlying algorithm is unknown to the cryptanalyst. He has no idea what the corresponding
1

On page 282 of “Silent Years” Byrne writes “In both the cipher and plain texts of the Gettysburg Speech,
there was an error of omission of the fourth character in the eighth group of five letters in line 239. At this
point 35 characters were left out, these being a comma followed by the words ‘but it can never forget what
they did here’”. Since they are missing from both the plaintext and the ciphertext, no harm is done.
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plaintext is. This is conceptually the hardest case a cryptanalyst will encounter. Before he can decipher the
messages, he must first determine the underlying system, a task that may be extremely difficult.
Examples of this scenario are the Japanese Purple cipher [12] and the German Lorenz cipher [13] during
World War II. In both instances Allied cryptanalysts were able to discover how the cryptographic system
worked using analytic and deductive methods only [14]. Once that was determined, they were able to
devise a general solving method enabling them to determine the specific message keys. The general solving
method allowed them to decipher ciphertext messages on a continuous basis.
Ciphertext-only / system known
Somewhat easier than the previous case, here the cryptanalyst has only ciphertext messages (i.e., no known
plaintext), but he does know the underlying cryptographic system. In this case, the cryptanalyst needs
“only” to discover the keys for the ciphertext messages.
This is the most common case facing a cryptanalyst. This will occur whenever the cryptanalyst knows the
underlying system and has ciphertext messages with no other information. The aforementioned Japanese
Purple and German Lorenz cases moved from ciphertext-only / unknown system to ciphertext-only / known
system once the system was deduced.
In regards to Chaocipher, Kruh and Deavour’s Exhibit 5 [15] can qualify as a case of ciphertext-only /
system known. This exhibit contains three ciphertext messages for which the following information is
given:
•
•

All three messages are “in-depth”, meaning that they all begin with the identical starting alphabets.
The underlying plaintexts for these messages are taken from Stewart C. Easton’s book, Rudolf
Steiner: Herald of a New Epoch [16].

Although the exact corresponding plaintexts are not known, the cryptanalyst is in a somewhat better
position of knowing where to find the plaintexts.
Known-plaintext / system unknown
Here we have a case where the cryptanalyst has both ciphertext messages and their corresponding
plaintexts, but the system is unknown. As in the case of “ciphertext-only, system unknown”, the
cryptanalyst must ascertain the underlying cryptographic system before he can tackle other ciphertext-only
messages. The cryptanalyst has a decided advantage: knowing both the ciphertext and its corresponding
plaintext can suggest novel candidate ideas, something the cryptanalyst might never have thought of had he
had only the ciphertext.
The most important example of this case in our discussion is Chaocipher before the algorithm was revealed:
Byrne provided a plethora of ciphertext and its corresponding plaintext, while challenging everyone to
deduce the underlying system. Although no information is available regarding official government agencies
(e.g., NSA, GHCQ), it is known that numerous non-governmental cryptanalysts unsuccessfully attempted to
deduce the system over the years.
Known-plaintext / system known
This is one of the best situations to be in. In this case, the cryptanalyst knows how the underlying
cryptographic system works, and has a quantity of ciphertext and its corresponding plaintext. If the entire
plaintext is known, then the challenge is to deduce the message key. If only a portion of the plaintext is
known, the challenge is to decipher the entire plaintext and, hopefully, deduce the message key.
The quintessential example from our point of view is Chaocipher as is stands today: the underlying
cryptographic system is known, and there is a plethora of ciphertext and plaintext. In our case, there are
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patches of plaintext that are not known, so the challenge is to deduce the message key (i.e., the starting
alphabets) and decipher the entire message.
Another famous example is the German Enigma cipher, which was solved by the British at Bletchley Park
for a portion of World War II. The underlying system was known to the Allies, and the cryptanalysts had
highly probable plaintext (known as “cribs”) for portions of the ciphertext. Assuming a candidate crib was
correct, the cryptanalyst was facing a known system / known plaintext scenario.
It is important to realize that even a known-plaintext / known system case can be challenging and difficult to
solve.
Underlying system
Known
The most common case if
Japanese Purple,
collateral information is not
German Lorenz
available.
Chaocipher after the
Chaocipher before the
underlying system was
underlying system was
revealed, Enigma with
revealed
known cribs.

Material
Available

Unknown

Ciphertext
only
Known
plaintext

Table 1. Summary of scenarios a cryptanalyst may face, with illustrative examples

Solving Exhibit 1 as a Known-Plaintext / Known System Problem
In the present case of Exhibit 1 in “Silent Years”, we know how the underlying system works, and we have
a plethora of ciphertext and its corresponding plaintext. Based on the previous section, we qualify for the
known-plaintext / known system scenario. In our case we almost know the entire plaintext – there are 262
plaintext characters within the body of the exhibit and another 17 characters at its end which we need to
solve.
To date several researchers, including the author, have solved this fundamental cryptanalytic problem (see
[4] for a clear explanation of how to solve the Chaocipher known-plaintext problem). Such a discussion is
outside the scope of this paper and will be discussed in a future paper.

The Starting Alphabets
Assuming we have solved the known-plaintext problem and have deciphered Exhibit 1, we will discover
that the starting alphabets are:
Left (ct) starting alphabet: BFVGUHWJKNCPEDQRSTIXYLMOZA
Right (pt) starting alphabet: CMOPRTUVJXAYZNBQDSEFGHLWIK
or any of the other 25 rotated forms. By “rotated form” we mean shifting the left and right alphabets a
specific number of positions in tandem. There are 26 such rotated forms, of which the first three shifted
examples are:
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↓
Left (ct): FVGUHWJKNCPEDQRSTIXYLMOZAB (one position counterclockwise)
Right (pt): MOPRTUVJXAYZNBQDSEFGHLWIKC
↑
↓
Left (ct): VGUHWJKNCPEDQRSTIXYLMOZABF (two positions counterclockwise)
Right (pt): OPRTUVJXAYZNBQDSEFGHLWIKCM
↓
Left (ct): GUHWJKNCPEDQRSTIXYLMOZABFV (three positions counterclockwise)
Right (pt): PRTUVJXAYZNBQDSEFGHLWIKCMO
↑

All 26 starting alphabet pairs are equivalent and will decipher Exhibit 1 correctly2.

The Deciphered Plaintext
Deciphering the entire exhibit produces the following plaintext:
Lines 1-100: All lines consist of the plaintext
“ALLGOODQQUICKBROWNFOXESJUMPOVERLAZYDOGTOSAVETHEIRPARTYW”
Lines 101-105:
“ZENSHRINEDINTHISARCANUMQTOWHICHNONEWHODOESNOTPOSSESSTHEKEYMAYENTE
RQTHEDECLARATIONOFINDEPENDENCEANDLINCOLNXSBEAUTIFULORATIONATGETTYS
BURGAREHEREREJINFORMEDWITHANINVISIBLEQINTANGIBLEANDIMPERCEPTIBLESO
ULWJWFWBYRNEQANDMAPHJAGEFRWBEGUNAUGUSTSIXTEENQONENINETHREESEVENWZ”
Lines 105-248: The Declaration of Independence and the Gettysburg Address
Line 248: CORDIALTHANKSTOLO
Lines 101-105, when correctly spaced and punctuated, read as follows:
"Enshrined in this arcanum, to which none who does not possess the key may enter, the
Declaration of Independence and Lincoln'
s beautiful oration at Gettysburg are here re-informed
with an invisible, intangible and imperceptible soul. J.F.Byrne, and MAPHJAGEFR. Begun
August sixteen, one nine three seven."
The final 17 characters of Exhibit 1 in line 248 read ‘CORDIALTHANKSTOLO’.

Discussion of the Plaintexts
[a] Lines 101-105 tell us that Byrne began enciphering Exhibit 1 on Monday, August 16th, 1937. Byrne
alludes to something using the phrase “MAPHJAGEFR”. At the time of writing it is not clear what this
refers to. It might refer to a person, or it could be an acronym of a larger phrase.
In a July 2010 correspondence with Dr. Fritz Senn, a world-renowned expert on the writings of James
Joyce, the author asked whether “MAPHJAGEFR” could be a Joyce-like phrase known to Byrne similar to
the style of writing found in Joyce’s “Finnegans Wake”. The theory was that Byrne, a close friend and
colleague of Joyce, might have wanted to acknowledge his Joycean connections in some way. Dr. Senn
2

This is because the alphabets, when kept together in tandem, are invariant under rotation.
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replied “I cannot see any Joycean echo in "MAPHJAGEFR". It rings no bell in Finnegans Wake (I am
also not sure what kind of interest, if any, Byrne took in Finnegans Wake). What I vaguely thought of is the
word "joggerfry" in Ulysses: slang for geography. But unlikely.”
[b] In “Silent Years” page 277 Byrne writes that, on November 18, 1937, he sent his first letter to one
Admiral Bowen of the US Navy Department. It is further known that the Navy had recently published a
tender for submitting cryptographic systems for use by the Navy. One can assume that Byrne already began
his preparations for his submission in August, enciphering his Exhibit and preparing his pamphlet
“Chaocipher -- The Ultimate Elusion” [6]. By November he was ready to submit his letter to the Navy
together with his pamphlet.
[c] As mentioned above, the last 17 characters read “CORDIAL THANKS TO LO”. This plaintext was
known even before the Chaocipher algorithm was publicized; it can be seen handwritten in Byrne’s 1937
pamphlet as declassified by NSA [7] (see Figure 4):

Figure 4. The last 17 plaintext characters from Byrne’s 1937 pamphlet as declassified by NSA
It is believed that Rosario Candela, a famous American architect who had a passionate interest in
cryptography [8], donated the pamphlet, which was subsequently declassified by NSA [6]. One can
speculate that Byrne sent Candela, a known cryptographic expert at the time, a copy of his 1937 pamphlet.
Candela probably tried to account for all ciphertext letters in Exhibit 1 and discovered there were 17 extra
ciphertext characters at the end. When asked about the discrepancy, Byrne probably divulged the
underlying plaintext, which was then written in by hand by Candela.
[d] Line 248 refers to someone named “LO”. It is not known whether these are the initials of someone (e.g.,
“Laurence Olivier”) or a nickname (e.g., “Loretta”) [3]

Errata in Exhibit 1 in “Silent Years”
If you attempt to decipher Exhibit 1 as found in “Silent Years”, with the alphabets provided above, you will
run into plaintext garbles beginning with the ciphertext group “XZCGM” on line 184, 11th group. Comparing
that group with the same group in Byrne’s 1937 pamphlet “Chaocipher: The Ultimate Elusion” [6] shows
that the group should really be “ZXCGM”, not “XZCGM”. This pairwise transposal occurred when the
pamphlet was typeset for publication in “Silent Years”. If this is corrected, the entire exhibit deciphers
correctly to the end. It should be noted that Byrne, in his pamphlet, enciphered Exhibit 1 perfectly (with the
exception of one ciphertext error [17]).
Similarly, the typesetters introduced three plaintext errors in “Silent Years”:
Line 155: OPHEV ENTTH EPOPU should be OPREV ENTTH EPOPU
Line 164: INTIM ESOFF EACEQ should be INTIM ESOFP EACEQ
Line 174: OFTHE RENEF ITSOF should be OFTHE BENEF ITSOF
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Deciphering Exhibit 1 shows that Byrne correctly used the plaintexts “PREVENT, “PEACE”, and
“BENEFITS”.
For the record, Byrne’s plaintext and ciphertext for Exhibit 1 were perfect with no errors. The “Silent
Years” typesetters introduced four errors (three in the plaintext and one in the ciphertext) when preparing
the book for publication.

Deriving Starting Alphabets from a Keyword
In his papers related to Exhibits 1 and 4, Byrne describes a system of key distribution for Chaocipher.
Although not explained clearly, the papers do refer to the sender and receiver deriving the starting left (ct)
and right (pt) alphabets based on a key phrase.
Byrne’s alphabet derivation method for Chaocipher requires the sender and receiver to possess two pieces
of pre-distributed secret information:
(a) a secret phrase of length N
(b) a left/right alphabet pattern of length N
An alphabet pattern is a sequence of references to the left (L) and right (R) alphabets, and denotes which
alphabet should be used for locating a plaintext character. For example, if the sender alternated between the
R and L alphabets when locating subsequent plaintext characters, the alphabet pattern would be written as
“RL”, repeating the pattern over again and again until enciphering is completed.
The process of deriving the starting alphabets begins with both the left (ct) and right (pt) alphabets
consisting of the straight alphabet “ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ”, with both alphabets being
positioned with ‘A’ at the zenith. The sender/receiver enciphers the key phrase by the method described in
[1], with the alphabet pattern telling us which alphabet to use to locate the plaintext character (the pattern is
reused repetitively until the keyphrase is finished). The left/right alphabets generated by the
aforementioned enciphering are the alphabets used at the start of the exhibit.
When using the left/right alphabet pattern to generate the starting alphabets the encipherer suspends the
usual assumption that plaintext letters are always located in the right-hand alphabet (plaintext letters are
always located in the right-hand alphabet when enciphering an actual message3). Thus, when enciphering
the key phrase, the plaintext letter may be located in either alphabet according to the left/right alphabet
pattern. Note that regardless of the alphabet used to locate the plaintext, the left and right alphabets are
always permuted as per the Chaocipher algorithm [1].
The following section will fully explain how this is done for Exhibit 1.

Deriving the Exhibit 1 Starting Alphabets
Reading Byrne’s Chaocipher papers for Exhibit 1, we know the key phrase is “THINKTHINK” and the
left/right alphabet pattern is “RLLRLLRRLR”. Here is how to derive the starting alphabets.

3

It is currently believed, however, that exhibits 2 and 3 in “Silent Years” may have been enciphered using
alternating plaintext alphabets within the messages themselves. This is thought to be the case because of the
“pt/ct identities < 9” phenomenon detected in them that does not occur in exhibits 1 and 4 [9].
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We begin with both alphabets as standard alphabets:
+
*
↓
Left : ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
Right : ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
The key phrase plaintext letter in position 1 is “T” while the corresponding left/right alphabet pattern letter
is “R” (referring to the right-hand alphabet) so we encipher the letter “T” by locating it in the right-hand
alphabet, reading the ciphertext letter off of the left-hand alphabet.
Using the Chaocipher enciphering method as described in [1], the ciphertext letter is “T”, and the permuted
alphabets will now be:
+
*↓
↓
Left : TVWXYZABCDEFGUHIJKLMNOPQRS
Right : UVXYZABCDEFGHWIJKLMNOPQRST
The next key phrase plaintext letter is “H” while the corresponding left/right alphabet pattern is “L”
(directing us to locate the plaintext letter in the left-hand alphabet). Locating the letter “H” in the left-hand
alphabet, we read off the ciphertext letter in the right-hand alphabet, giving us “I”. Permuting the left and
right alphabets as usual (i.e., as per [1]) we get:
↓
+
*
Left : HJKLMNOPQRSTVIWXYZABCDEFGU
Right : JKMNOPQRSTUVXLYZABCDEFGHWI
The next key phrase plaintext letter is “I” while the left/right alphabet is “L”. Locating the letter “I” in the
left-hand alphabet we see the resulting ciphertext letter is “L” and the permutated alphabets are now:
+
*
Left : IXYZABCDEFGUHWJKLMNOPQRSTV
Right : YZBCDEFGHWIJKAMNOPQRSTUVXL
We can summarize all the steps in the following table:
Keyphrase
Letter
(plaintext)
--T
H
I
N
K
T
H
I
N
K

Permuted Alphabets

Left/Right
Alphabet

Ciphertext
Letter

Left

Right

--R
L
L
R
L
L
R
R
L
R

--T
I
L
K
O
Y
B
D
V
B

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
TVWXYZABCDEFGUHIJKLMNOPQRS
HJKLMNOPQRSTVIWXYZABCDEFGU
IXYZABCDEFGUHWJKLMNOPQRSTV
KMNOPQRSTVIXYLZABCDEFGUHWJ
KNOPQRSTVIXYLMZABCDEFGUHWJ
TIXYLMZABCDEFVGUHWJKNOPQRS
BDEFVGUHWJKNOCPQRSTIXYLMZA
DFVGUHWJKNOCPEQRSTIXYLMZAB
NCPEQRSTIXYLMOZABDFVGUHWJK
BFVGUHWJKNCPEDQRSTIXYLMOZA

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
UVXYZABCDEFGHWIJKLMNOPQRST
JKMNOPQRSTUVXLYZABCDEFGHWI
YZBCDEFGHWIJKAMNOPQRSTUVXL
OPRSTUVXLYZBCQDEFGHWIJKAMN
PRTUVXLYZBCQDSEFGHWIJKAMNO
ZBQDSEFGHWIJKCAMNOPRTUVXLY
WIKCAMNOPRTUVJXLYZBQDSEFGH
KCMNOPRTUVJXLAYZBQDSEFGHWI
JXAYZBQDSEFGHLWIKCMNOPRTUV
CMOPRTUVJXAYZNBQDSEFGHLWIK

The permuted alphabets following the last step are the starting alphabets for enciphering Exhibit 1.
In truth there are many key phrases, with their own corresponding left/right alphabet patterns, which will
produce the same starting alphabets. For instance, a keyphrase of “TILNOYHIVK” with a left/right pattern
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of “RRRRRRRRRR” (i.e., the plaintext letters are taken only on the right alphabet) will produce the same
alphabets.
Byrne’s scheme of alternating alphabets, then, is simply a means of using an easily remembered keyphrase
for generating the starting alphabets.

Discovering the Keyphrase
In the previous section we disclosed that the keyphrase Byrne used to prepare the starting alphabets was
“THINKTHINK” and the left/right alphabet pattern was “RLLRLLRRLR”. This information was found in
Byrne’s Chaocipher papers. An important question to ask is: given only the starting alphabets, can a
cryptanalyst discover the keyphrase and alphabet pattern analytically?
An early correspondent following the Chaocipher algorithm disclosure, Carl Scheffler, wrote a program that
searches for all keyphrases up to 20 characters long that will produce the starting alphabets using only the
left alphabet as the plaintext alphabet. Carl reduced the search space significantly by working backwards
from the starting alphabets, continually attempting to reduce the ‘ring entropy’ [4] until he arrived at
straight alphabets.
This search results in the single keyphrase “TILNOYHIVK” (with an alphabet pattern of
“RRRRRRRRRR”) that will transform two straight alphabets (left and right) into the starting alphabets. He
assumed the keyphrase was readable English, which this keyphrase is not. ‘Enciphering’ this keyphrase
using Chaocipher with the starting alphabets results in the output “THIKKTBDNB”.
Writing one keyphrase under the other:
TILNOYHIVK
THIKKTBDNB
he glimpsed the keyphrase “THINKTHINK”. This means that Byrne alternated between alphabets, using
the pattern “RLLRLLRRLR” (or the equivalent “LLLRLLRRLR”). Carl is to be commended on the
excellent deductive work.

The Cryptographic Indicator System for Exhibit 1 is Incomplete
In order for a valid recipient of the Exhibit 1 message to decipher it without prior knowledge of the starting
alphabets, there must be a previously agreed upon ‘cryptographic indicator system’ in place. Here are the
definitions of the terms ‘indicator’ and ‘indicator system’ as defined by the British in 1943 [5]:
INDICATOR :
One or more letter or figure or letter-and-figure groups (either sent in clear or enciphered on a
separate system and placed at the beginning and/or end of a message, or in the body of it)
indicating the key … used or … the starting- point or starting-point and finishing-point.
INDICATOR SYSTEM :
System by which key or starting-point indicators are enciphered or concealed.
Indicator systems are essential to any real-life cryptographic system; they allow the prompt deciphering of
messages received from several different correspondents in a high-volume environment. For such an
indicator system to work with Chaocipher the following needs to happen:
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1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

The sender decides on a keyphrase (e.g., “THINKTHINK”) and on an alphabet-alternating pattern
(e.g., “RLLRLLRRLR”). The keyphrase and alphabet pattern is chosen by the sender and can
differ from one message to another.
The sender uses the keyphrase and the alphabet pattern to generate the starting alphabets.
The sender enciphers the plaintext to produce the ciphertext.
The sender somehow embeds both the keyphrase and the alphabet pattern within the message (this
is known as the ‘indicator’) together with the ciphertext. The indicator should be encoded so that
an enemy cryptanalyst cannot deduce the keyphrase and alphabet pattern and hence cannot
compute the starting alphabets.
The sender transmits the message, which is received by the recipient.
The recipient extracts the keyphrase and alphabet pattern from the message, using them to generate
the starting alphabets.
The recipient uses the starting alphabets to decipher the ciphertext.

Exhibit 1 fulfills all of the steps above except for (4); in Exhibit 1 there is no evidence of the indicator (i.e.,
keyphrase and alphabet pattern) being transmitted via the ciphertext message. Indeed, Byrne did not embed
the indicator within Exhibit 1. A future paper will show, however, that Exhibit 4 fulfills all requirements of
a true indicator system.

Conclusions
It is evident that Byrne was meticulously careful when enciphering Exhibit 1; any errors in the plaintext and
ciphertext in Exhibit 1 were introduced by the typesetters when preparing “Silent Years” for publication.
While the unknown plaintext reveals some information about Byrne’s thoughts, references to
“MAPHJAGEFR” and “LO” will require literary research to determine what they refer to.
In Exhibit 1 we see Chaocipher as a full-fledged cryptosystem. What remains to be seen in Exhibit 4 is how
Byrne envisioned his cryptographic indicator system.
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